HellermannTyton offers a series of label creation and printing systems which allow users to design, edit and print required safety and application specific labels for electrical equipment. HellermannTyton’s labeling systems help meet the general requirements for labeling as outlined in the National Electrical Code (NEC 2014) and the National Standards Institute (ANSI/IEEE 2014), which provide guidelines for the design and durability of safety signs and labels for application to electrical equipment. HellermannTyton’s labeling solutions include TagPrint® 3.0 labeling software, labels and thermal transfer printing systems.

NEC 110.21(B)(3) Field Applied Hazard Markings: Where caution, warning or danger signs or labels are required by this code, the labels shall meet the following requirements: (1) The marking shall adequately warn of the hazard using effective words and/or colors and/or symbols. (2) The label shall be permanently affixed to the equipment or wiring method and shall not be hand written. (3) The label shall be of sufficient durability to withstand the environment involved.

### DISTRIBUTION PANELS

#### FEEDER DISCONNECTS AND SWITCHBOARDS

- **NEC 408.4(A)**: Source of Supply and Disconnecting Means
- **NEC 408.4(B)**: Source of Supply and Disconnecting Means

#### SERVICE EQUIPMENT AND DISCONNECTS

- **NEC 408.4(A)**: Source of Supply and Disconnecting Means
- **NEC 408.4(B)**: Source of Supply and Disconnecting Means

#### INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT

- **NEC 408.4(A)**: Source of Supply and Disconnecting Means
- **NEC 408.4(B)**: Source of Supply and Disconnecting Means

### SOLID COLORED CONTINUOUS VINYL ROLLS

- **NEC 110.22(A)**: Identification of Disconnecting Means
- **NEC 110.22(B)**: Identification of Disconnecting Means

### BANDED CONTINUOUS COLORED SIGNAL PANEL VINYL ROLLS

- **NEC 110.22(A)**: Identification of Disconnecting Means
- **NEC 110.22(B)**: Identification of Disconnecting Means

### PRE-PRINTED SIGNAL WORD LABELS

- **NEC 490.48(B)(2)**: Isolating Equipment
- **NEC 490.48(B)(2)**: Isolating Equipment

### GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

- **NEC 110.16**: Arc Flash Labels
- **NEC 110.16**: Arc Flash Labels
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